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Abstract

Passive visual systems typically fail to recognize objects

in the amodal setting where they are heavily occluded. In

contrast, humans and other embodied agents have the abil-

ity to move in the environment and actively control the view-

ing angle to better understand object shapes and semantics.

In this work, we introduce the task of Embodied Amodel

Recognition (EAR): an agent is instantiated in a 3D envi-

ronment close to an occluded target object, and is free to

move in the environment to perform object classification,

amodal object localization, and amodal object segmenta-

tion. To address this problem, we develop a new model

called Embodied Mask R-CNN for agents to learn to move

strategically to improve their visual recognition abilities.

We conduct experiments using a simulator for indoor en-

vironments. Experimental results show that: 1) agents with

embodiment (movement) achieve better visual recognition

performance than passive ones and 2) in order to improve

visual recognition abilities, agents can learn strategic paths

that are different from shortest paths.

1. Introduction

Visual recognition tasks such as image classification [29,

31, 39, 57], object detection [23, 24, 47–49] and semantic

segmentation [42, 66, 67] have been widely studied. In ad-

dition to recognizing the object’s semantics and shape for its

visible part, the ability to perceive the whole of an occluded

object, known as amodal perception [18, 35, 60], is also im-

portant. Take the desk (red bounding box) in the top-left

of Fig. 1 as an example. The amodal predictions (top-right

of Fig. 1) can tell us about the depth ordering (i.e., desk is

behind the wall), the extent and boundaries of occlusions,

and even estimaties of physical dimensions [36]. More fun-

damentally, they help agents understand object permanence

that objects have extents and do not cease to exist when they

are occluded [6].

‹The first two authors contributed equally.

Figure 1: The task of Embodied Amodal Recognition: An

agent is spawned close to an occluded target object in a

3D environment, and performs amodal recognition, i.e.,

predicting the category, amodal bounding box and amodal

mask of the target object. The agent is free to move around

to aggregate information for better amodal recognition.

Recently, the dominant paradigm for object recognition

and amodal perception has been based on single images.

Despite leveraging the advances of deep learning, visual

systems fail to recognize objects and their shapes from sin-

gle 2D images in the presence of heavy occlusion. For ex-

ample in amodal perception, existing work asks the model

to implicitly learn the 3D shape of the object and the pro-

jection of that shape back into the image [19,40,70]. This is

an entangled task, and deep models are thus prone to over-

fit to subtle biases in the dataset [22] (e.g. learning that beds

always extend leftwards into the frame).

Humans have the remarkable recognition ability to in-

fer both semantics and shape for an occluded object from

a single image. But humans also have the ability to derive

strategic moves to gather information from new viewpoints

to help visual recognition. A recent study in [9] shows that

toddlers are capable of actively diverting viewpoints to learn

about objects, even when they are only 4 – 7 months old.

Inspired by human vision, the key thesis of our work is

that in addition to learning to hallucinate, agents should

learn to move. As shown in Fig. 1, to recognize the cate-

gory and whole shape of a target object indicated by the red

bounding box, agents should learn to actively move toward
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the target object to unveil the occluded region behind the

wall for better recognition.

In this paper, we introduce a new task called Embodied

Amodal Recognition (EAR) where agents actively move in

a 3D environment for amodal recognition of a target object,

i.e., predicting its category and amodal shape as well. We

aim at systemically studying whether and how embodiment

(movement) helps amodal recognition. Below, we highlight

three design choices for the EAR task:

Three sub-tasks. In EAR, we aim to recover both seman-

tics and shape for the target object. EAR consists of three

sub-tasks: object recognition, 2D amodal localization, and

2D amodal segmentation. With these three sub-tasks, we

provide a new test bed for vision systems.

Single target object. When spawned in a 3D environment,

an agent may see multiple objects in the field-of-view. We

specify one instance as the target, and denote it using a

bounding box encompassing its visible region. The agent’s

goal then is to move to perceive this single target object.

Predict for the first frame. The agent performs amodal

recognition for the target object observed at the spawning

point. If the agent does not move, EAR degrades to passive

amodal recognition. Both passive and embodied algorithms

are trained using the same amount of supervision and eval-

uated on the same set of images. As a result, we can create

a fair benchmark to evaluate different algorithms.

Based on the above choices, we propose the general

pipeline for EAR shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the

passive recognition model (Fig. 2a), the embodied agent

(Fig. 2b) follows the proposed action from the policy mod-

ule to move in the environment, and makes predictions on

the target object using the amodal recognition module. This

pipeline introduces several interesting problems: 1) Due

to the agent’s movement, the appearances of the observed

scene and target object change in each step. How should

information be aggregated from future frames to the first

frame for amodal recognition? 2) There is no “expert”

that can tell the agent how to move in order to improve its

amodal recognition performance. How do we effectively

propose a strategic move without any supervision? 3) In

this task, the perception module and action policy are both

learned from scratch. Considering that the performance of

each heavily relies on the competence of the other, how do

we design proper training regime?

To address the above questions, we propose a new model

called Embodied Mask R-CNN. The perception module ex-

tends Mask R-CNN [28] by adding a recurrent network to

aggregate temporal features. The policy module takes the

current observation and features from the past frames to pre-

dict the action. We use a staged training approach to train

these two modules effectively.

Figure 2: The proposed general pipeline for Embodied

Amodal Recognition. To perform amodal recognition (ob-

ject recognition and amodal perception) on the occluded ob-

ject, the agent learns to move (right), rather than standing

still and hallucinating (left). The amodal recognition mod-

ule focuses on predicting the object class, amodal bounding

box, and shapes for the first frame. The policy module pro-

poses a next move for the agent to acquire useful informa-

tion about the object.

Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:

• We introduce a new task, Embodied Amodal Recogni-

tion, where an agent can move in a 3D environment to

perform 2D object recognition and amodal perception,

including amodal localization and segmentation.

• We build a new dataset for EAR. Using an simulator

on an indoor environment, we collect viewpoints for

agents so that the target object is partially visible. We

also provide precise ground-truth annotations of object

classes, amodal bounding boxes, and masks.

• We present a general pipeline for EAR and propose a

new model, Embodied Mask R-CNN, to learn to move

for amodal recognition. In this model, the amodal

recognition and policy modules make predictions at

each step, and aim to improve the amodal recognition

performance on the target object in the first frame.

• We evaluate both passive and embodied amodal

recognition systems, and demonstrate that agents

with movements consistently outperform passive ones.

Moreover, the learned moves are more effective in im-

proving amodal recognition performance, as opposed

to random or shortest-path moves.

• We observe the emergence of interesting agent behav-

iors: the learned moves are different from shortest-

path moves and generalize well to unseen environ-

ments (i.e., new houses and new instances of objects).

2. Related Work

Object Recognition. Building object recognition systems

is one of the long-term goals of our community. Train-
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ing on large-scale datasets [41, 51, 68], we have witnessed

the versatility and effectiveness of deep neural networks

for many tasks, including image classification [29, 39, 57],

object detection [23, 24, 47, 49], and semantic segmenta-

tion [28, 42, 66, 67].

Amodal Perception. The amodal perception task is the

perception of the whole shape of an occluded physical struc-

ture. In contrast to classical object recognition, examples

of the representations for amodal perception systems are

amodal bounding boxes [50,54], and 3D volumetric [13,63]

or layered reconstructions [53, 58]. In this paper, we focus

on amodal segmentation, for both visible and occlude object

parts. Recent work learns to hallucinate the full segmenta-

tion using labeled datasets [19, 21, 40, 70]. We would like

to build the capability of agents to move around and change

viewing angles in order to perceive the occluded objects.

This is the goal of active vision.

Active Vision. Active vision has a long history of re-

search [2, 7, 62], and also has connections to developmen-

tal psychology [9]. Recent work learns active strategies

for object recognition [17, 32–34, 38, 43], object localiza-

tion/detection [11, 25, 45], object manipulation [12], in-

stance segmentation [46], feature learning [1], and scene

synthesis [20, 59]. However, all of them assume a con-

strained scenario where either a single image is provided

or the target object is localized in different views. More-

over, the agent is not embodied in a 3D environment, and

thus no movement is required. Ammirato et al. [3] built a

realistic dataset for active object instance classification [27].

Though involving movement, they have a similar setting to

the aforementioned works. Our EAR task is more realistic

and challenging – the agent is required to have both a smart

movement strategy to control what to see, and a good visual

recognition system to aggregate temporal information from

multiple viewpoints.

Embodiment. Recently, a number of 3D simulators have

been introduced to model virtual embodiment. Several of

them are based on real-world environments [3,4,61,64] for

tasks such as robot navigation [4,65] and scene understand-

ing [5]. Other simulators have been built for synthetic envi-

ronments [10, 37, 52]. They provide accurate labels for 3D

objects and programmable interfaces for building various

tasks, such as visual navigation [69] and embodied question

answering [15,16,26]. EAR is a new task for these environ-

ments: unlike visual navigation, where the goal is to find

objects or locations, our task assumes the target object is al-

ready (partially) observed at the beginning, and unlike ques-

tion answering [15,16,26], we only focus on amodal recog-

nition, which is arguably suited for benchmarking progress

and diagnosing vision systems.

Figure 3: From left to right, we show the ground-truth anno-

tation on RGB images. We show partially occluded objects

and out-of-view object.

3. Embodied Amodal Recognition Dataset

Environment. Although EAR can be set up on any simu-

lation environments [4, 37, 52], in this paper we use an in-

door simulator as a demonstration. In those synthetically-

generated indoor environments, there are objects in distinct

categories. Similar to the EQA dataset [15], we filter out

atypical 3D rooms that are either too big or have multiple

levels, resulting in 550 houses in total. These houses are

split to 400, 50, 100 for training, validation and test, respec-

tively.

Rendering. Based on the indoor simulator, we render

640ˆ800 images, and generate ground truth annotations

for object category, amodal bounding boxes, and amodal

masks. Previous work on amodal segmentation [19, 40, 70]

made a design decision that clips amodal masks at image

borders. This undermines the definition of amodal masks

and was a limitation of using static images. Our work re-

lies on a simulator, and thus we can easily generate amodal

masks that extend beyond the image borders (see Fig. 3). In

practice, we extend borders of rendered images by 80 pixels

on each side (resulting in 800ˆ960 images).

Objects. We select a subset of object categories that are

suitable for us to study an agent’s understanding for oc-

cluded objects. Our selection criteria are: 1) objects should

have a sufficient number of appearances in the training

data, 2) objects should have relatively rigid shapes with-

out deformable structures (curtains, towels, etc.), ambigu-

ous geometries (toys, paper, etc.), or being room compo-

nents (floors, ceilings, etc.), and 3) if the object category

label is coarse, we go one level deeper into the label hi-

erarchy, and find a suitable sub-category (such as washer,

etc.). As a result, there are 8 categories out of 80, including

bed, chair, desk, dresser, fridge, sofa, table, and washer. In

our dataset, there are 859/123/349 unique object instances

(i.e., shapes) in the train/val/test set respectively, and 235

are shared by train and test sets.

Initial Location and Viewpoint. We first define the visi-

bility of an object by the ratio between visible and amodal

masks. Then, we randomly sample spawning locations and

viewpoints for the agent as follows: 1) The agent should be

spawned close to the object, between 3 to 6 meters away;
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Figure 4: Object occurrences in our dataset. For each cat-

egory, the three grouped bars represent train/validation/test

sets; upper blue bars represent “easy” instances and bottom

orange bars represent “hard” instances.

2) The object visibility should be no less than 0.2; and 3)

At most 6 instances are sampled for each object category in

one house. Finally, we obtain 8940 instances in training set,

1113 in validation set, and 2170 in test set. We also catego-

rize spawning locations into “hard” instances if the object

visibility is less than 0.5; otherwise “easy”. In Fig. 3, from

left to right, we visualize easy, hard, and partially out-of-

view samples. The summary of object occurrences in Fig. 4

shows that our dataset is relatively balanced across different

categories and difficulties.

Action Space. We configure our agent with two sets of

primitive actions: moving and turning. For moving, we al-

low agents to move forward, backward, left, and right with-

out changing viewing angle. For turning, we allow agents

to turn left or right 2 degrees. This results in six actions in

the action space. Note that we include move backwards in

the action space because that agent might need to back track

to remove occlusions.

Shortest Paths. Since EAR aims to learn to move around

to recognize occluded objects better, it is not immediately

clear what the “ground-truth” moving path is. This is differ-

ent from other tasks, e.g. point navigation, where the short-

est path can serve as an “oracle” proxy. Nevertheless, as

shortest-path navigation allows the agent to move closer to

the target object and likely gain a better view, we provide

shortest-paths as part of our dataset, hoping it can provide

both imitation supervision and a strong baseline.

4. Embodied Mask R-CNN

In this section, we propose a model called Embodied

Mask R-CNN to address the Embodied Amodal Recogni-

tion. The proposed model consists of two modules, amodal

recognition and action policy, as outlined in Fig. 2.

Before discussing the detailed designs, we first define the

notation. The agent is spawned with an initial location and

gaze described in the previous section. Its initial observa-

tion of the environment is denoted by I0, and the task spec-

ifies a target object with a bounding box b0 encompassing

the visible region. Given the target object, the agent moves

in the 3D environment following an action policy π. At each

step 0 to T , the agent takes action at based on π and ob-

serves an image It from a view angle vt. The agent outputs

its prediction of the object category, amodal bounding box

and mask, denoted by yt “ tct, bt,mtu, for the target ob-

ject in the first frame. The goal is to recover the true object

category, amodal bounding box, and amodal segmentation

mask, y˚ “ tc˚, b˚,m˚u, at time step 0.

4.1. Amodal Recognition

The amodal recognition module is responsible for pre-

dicting the object category, amodal bounding box, and

amodal mask at each navigational time step.

Mask R-CNN w/ Target Object. Our amodal recognition

module has a similar goal as Mask R-CNN [28], so we fol-

lowed the architecture design. In our task, since the agent is

already provided with the visible location of target object in

the first frame, we remove the region proposal network from

Mask R-CNN and directly use the location box to feed into

the second stage. In our implementation, we use ResNet-

50 [29] pre-trained on ImageNet as the backbone.

Temporal Mask R-CNN. Given the sequential data

tI0, I1, . . . , Itu along the agent’s trajectory, aggregating the

information is challenging, especially when the 3D struc-

ture of the scene and the locations of the target object in the

later frames are not known. To address this, we propose a

model called Temporal Mask R-CNN to aggregate the tem-

poral information from multiple frames, as shown in Fig. 5.

Formally, the prediction of our Temporal Mask R-CNN at

time step t is:

yt “ fpb0, I0, I1, ..., Itq. (1)

Our amodal recognition model has three components:

tfbase, ffuse, fheadu. For each frame It, we first use a con-

volutional neural network to extract a feature map xt “
fbasepItq. Then, a feature aggregation function combines

all the feature maps up to t, resulting in a fused feature

map x̂t “ ffusepx0, . . . ,xtq. For the feature aggregation

ffuse, we use a single-layer Convolutional Gated Recurrent

Unit (Conv-GRU) [8,14] to fuse temporal features. Besides

Conv-GRU, we can also use simple temporal average or

maximal pooling to fuse the features. These features are

then sent to a Region-of-Interest (RoI) [23] head layer fhead

to make predictions for the first frame:

yt “ fheadpb0, x̂tq. (2)

To train the model, we use image sequences generated

from the shortest-path trajectory. The overall loss for our
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Figure 5: The amodal recognition part of Embodied Mask

R-CNN. The agent moves in the environment, acquires dif-

ferent views in each step (bottom row), and updates the pre-

diction for the target object of the first frame (top row).

amodal recognition is defined as:

Lp “
1

T

T
ÿ

t“1

”

Lp
cpct, c

˚q ` L
p

bpbt, b
˚q ` Lp

mpmt,m
˚q

ı

,

(3)

where Lp
c is the cross-entropy loss, L

p

b is the smooth L1 re-

gression loss, and Lp
m is the binary cross-entropy loss [28].

4.2. Learning to Move

The goal of the policy network is to propose the next

moves in order to acquire useful information for amodal

recognition. We disentangle it with the perception network,

so that the learned policy will not over-fit to a specific per-

ception model. We elaborate our design as follows.

Policy Network. Similar to the perception network, the pol-

icy network receives a visible bounding box of target object

b0 and the raw images as inputs, and outputs probabilities

over the action space. We sample actions at step t using:

at „ πpb0, I0, I1, ...Itq. (4)

As shown in Fig. 6, the policy network has three

components tfimgEnc, factEnc, factu. fimgEnc is an encoder

for image features. At step t, its inputs consist of

I0, It, as well as a mask Ib representing the visi-

ble bounding box of the target object b0 in the ini-

tial view. We concatenate those inputs, resize them

to 320ˆ384, and pass them to fimgEnc, which consists

of four t5ˆ5 Conv,BatchNorm,ReLU, 2ˆ2 MaxPoolu

blocks [15], producing an encoded image feature: z
img
t “

fimgEnc

´

rIb, I0, Its
¯

.

Besides image features, we also encode the last action in

each step t. We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network

factEnc to get the action feature zact
t “ factEncpat´1q. We then

concatenate zact
t and z

img
t , and pass the result to a single-

Figure 6: The action policy part of Embodied Mask R-

CNN. At each step, the agent takes the current visual ob-

servation, last action, and initial visible bounding box of

the target object as input, and predicts which action to take.

layer GRU network fact for integrating history information:

zt “ fact

´

rzimg
t , zact

t s, ht´1

¯

, (5)

where ht´1 is the hidden state from last step. zt is then sent

to a linear layer with softmax to derive the probability dis-

tribution over the action space, from which the action at is

sampled. We learn tfimgEnc, factEnc, factu via reinforcement

learning. We now describe how we design the reward.

Rewards. Our goal is to find a good strategy for the agent

to move to improve its amodal recognition performance.

We directly use the classification accuracy and Intersection-

over-Union (IoU) to measure the advantages of candidate

agent moves. Specifically, at each step t, we obtain the

prediction of amodal recognition yt, and then compute the

classification accuracy Accct (1 if correct, otherwise 0) and

IoU between the amodal bounding box IoU b
t and mask

IoUm
t . Due to the different scales of these three rewards,

we compute a weighted sum and then use reward shaping:

rt “ λcAccct ` λbIoU
b
t ` λbIoU

m
t , (6)

Rt “ rt ´ rt´1, (7)

where λc“0.1, λb“10 and λm“20. To learn the policy net-

work, we use policy gradient with REINFORCE [56].

4.3. Staged Training

We observe that joint training of the perception and pol-

icy networks from scratch struggles because the perception

model cannot provide a correct reward to the policy net-

work, and the policy network cannot take reasonable ac-

tions in turn. We thus resort to a staged training strategy.

Namely, we first train the perception network with frames

collected from the shortest path. Then, we plug in the pre-

trained perception network to train the policy network with

the perception part fixed. Finally, we retrain the perception

network so that it can adapt to the learned action policy.
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5. Experiments

5.1. Metrics and Baselines

Metrics. Recall that we evaluate the amodal recogni-

tion performance on the first frame in the moving path.

We report object classification accuracy (Clss-Acc), the

IoU scores for amodal box (ABox-IoU) and amodal mask

(AMask-IoU). We additionally evaluate the performance of

amodal segmentation only on the occluded region of the tar-

get object (AMask-Occ-IoU).

Baselines. We conduct extensive comparisons against a

number of baselines. We use the format Training/Testing

moving paths to characterize the baselines:

• Passive/Passive (PP/PP): This is the passive amodal

recognition setting, where the agent does not move

during training and testing. Comparisons to this base-

line establishes the benefit of embodiment.

• ShortestPath/Passive (SP/PP): The agent moves along

the shortest path for training amodal recognition, but

the agent does not move during testing. We use this

baseline to understand how much improvement is due

to additional unlabeled data.

• ShortestPath/Passive* (SP/PP*): Training is the same

as above; In testing, the agent does not move, but we

create a sequence of static observations by replicating

the initial frame and feed them to the model. This base-

line determines whether the improvement is due to the

effectiveness of the recurrent network.

• ShortestPath/RandomPath (SP/RP): The agent moves

randomly during test. This baseline establishes

whether strategic moves are required for embodied

amodal recognition. We report the performance by tak-

ing the average scores of five random tests.

• ShortestPath/ShortestPath (SP/SP): The agent moves

along the shortest path during both training and test-

ing. This is an “oracle-like” baseline, because in order

to construct shortest-path, the agent need to know the

entire 3D structure of the scene. However, there is no

guarantee that this is an optimal path for recognition.

We compare these baselines with our two final mod-

els: ShortestPath/ActivePath (SP/AP) and ActivePath/Ac-

tivePath (AP/AP). For ShortestPath/ActivePath, we train the

amodal recognition model using frames in shortest path

trajectories, and then train our action policy. For Ac-

tivePath/ActivePath, we further fine-tune our amodal recog-

nition model based on the learned action policy.

Noticeably, all the above models use the same tempo-

ral Mask R-CNN architecture for amodal recognition. For

single-frame prediction, the GRU module is also present.

Moreover, all of those models are trained using the same

amount of supervision and then evaluated on the same test

set for fair comparison.

5.2. Implementation Details

Here we provide the implementation details of our full

system ActivePath/ActivePath. There are three stages:

Stage 1: training amodal recognition. We implement our

amodal recognition model, Temporal Mask R-CNN, based

on the PyTorch implementation of Mask R-CNN [44]. We

use ResNet50 [29] pre-trained from ImageNet [51] as the

backbone and crop RoI features with a C4 head [49]. The

first three residual blocks in the backbone are fixed during

training. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with

learning rate 0.0025, batch size 8, momentum 0.99, and

weight decay 0.0005.

Stage 2: training action policy. We fix the amodal recog-

nition model, and train the action policy from scratch. We

used RMSProp [30] as the optimizer with initial learning

rate 0.00004, and set ǫ“0.00005. In all our experiments,

the agent moves 10 steps in total.

Stage 3: fine-tuning amodal recognition. Based on the

learned action policy, we fine-tune the amodal recognition

model, so that it can adapt to the learned moving path. We

use SGD, with learning rate 0.0005.

5.3. General Analysis on Experimental Results

In Table 1, we show the quantitative comparison of

amodal recognition performance for different models. We

report the numbers on all examples from the test set (‘all’),

the easy examples (visibility ą 0.5), and hard examples

(visibility ď 0.5). We have the following observations.

Shortest path move does not help passive amodal recog-

nition. As shown in Table 1, both ShortestPath/Passive and

ShortestPath/Passive* are slightly inferior to Passive/Pas-

sive. Due to the movement, the visual appearance of ad-

ditional images might change a lot compared with the first

frame. As such, these extra inputs do not appear to serve as

effective data augmentation for training amodal recognition

in passive vision systems.

Embodiment helps amodal recognition. In Table 1, we

find that agents that move at test time (bottom four rows)

consistently outperform agents that stay still (first three

rows). Interestingly, even moving randomly at test time

(ShortestPath/RandomPath), the agent still outperforms the

passive one. This provides evidence that this embodied

paradigm helps amodal recognition and the proposed Em-

bodied Mask R-CNN model is effective for EAR.

Our model learns a better moving policy. In Table 1,

we compare the models with embodiment (bottom four

rows). The shortest path is derived to guide the agent to

move close to the target object. It may not be the optimal

moving policy for EAR, since the task does not necessar-

ily require the agent to get close to the target object. In
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Moving Path Clss-Acc ABox-IoU AMask-IoU AMask-Occ-IoU

Train Test all easy hard all easy hard all easy hard all easy hard

Passive Passive 92.9 94.1 90.9 81.3 83.9 76.5 67.6 69.6 63.9 49.0 46.0 54.6

ShortestPath Passive 92.8 94.3 89.9 81.2 83.8 76.4 67.4 69.6 63.4 48.6 45.8 54.1

ShortestPath Passive* 93.0 94.3 90.7 80.9 83.1 76.8 66.7 68.4 63.6 48.4 44.9 54.9

ShortestPath RandomPath 93.1 94.1 91.1 81.6 83.9 77.1 67.8 69.7 64.3 49.0 45.8 55.2

ShortestPath ShortestPath 93.2 94.1 91.7 82.0 84.3 77.7 68.6 70.4 65.3 50.2 46.9 56.3

ShortestPath ActivePath 93.3 93.9 92.2 82.0 84.4 77.6 68.8 70.5 65.5 50.2 46.9 56.4

ActivePath ActivePath 93.7 94.6 92.2 82.2 84.3 78.2 68.7 70.3 65.6 50.2 46.8 56.7

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of amodal recognition using different models. “Train” denotes the source of moving path

used to train the perception model; “Test” denotes the moving path in the testing stage. We report the performance at the last

(10-th) action step for embodied agents.

Figure 7: Performance of different models on hard samples

over action step on four metrics.

Figure 8: Performance on each object category for all meth-

ods. For each category, we take average over the first three

metrics for each method and truncate them by the number

from worst method to show the relative improvements.

contrast, our model learns a moving policy to improve the

agent’s amodal recognition ability. Though using the same

amodal recognition model, ShortestPath/ActivePath finds

a better moving policy, and the performance is on par or

slightly better than ShortestPath/ShortestPath. After fine-

Figure 9: Performance for different feature aggregation/warping

methods on hard samples over action step.

tuning the amodal recognition model using the learned path,

(ActivePath/ActivePath) achieves further improvement by

adapting the amodal recognition model to the learned paths.

5.4. Analysis on Amodal Recognition

Objects with different occlusions. In Table 1, we observe

that agents with embodiment in general achieve more im-

provement on “hard” samples compared with “easy” sam-

ples. For example, the object classification accuracy of Ac-

tivePath/ActivePath is 0.5% higher than Passive/Passive for

“easy” samples, while 1.3% higher for “hard” samples. In

general, objects with heavy occlusions are more difficult to

recognize from a single viewpoint, and embodiment helps

because it can recover the occluded object portions.

Improvements over action step. We show amodal recog-

nition performance along the action step in Fig. 7 on hard

samples. In general, the performance improves as more

steps are taken and more information aggregated, but even-

tually saturates. We suspect that the agent’s location and

viewpoint might change a lot after a number of steps, it be-
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Step 1 Step 3 Step 5 Step 7 Step 10

Figure 10: Distribution of actions at step 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 on

test set. Ò: Forward, Ó: Backward, Ð: Move left, Ñ: Move

right, Ô: Rotate left, Õ: Rotate right. Top row: shortest-

path movement. Bottom row: our learned policy. Darker

color denotes more frequent actions.

comes more challenging to aggregate information.

Performances on different object categories. In Fig. 8,

we plot the relative improvements for different models on

different object categories (we add a small constant value to

each in the visualization for clarity). For comparison, we

compute the average of the first three metrics for each cate-

gory and all samples. The improvement is more significant

on categories such as bed, dresser, sofa, table, and washer.

Other feature aggregation and warping methods. We

investigate other feature aggregation and warping methods

here. For feature aggregation in the amodal recognition

module, we replace GRU with simple Max/Average pool-

ing. To warp the features, we extract optical flow using [55]

(OP) and then warp the features from future frames to the

first frame. Moreover, we use a Spatial Transformer Net-

work (STN) to learn to warp the features. The compar-

isons are shown in Fig. 9. As we can see, Max/Average

pooling methods cannot further aggregate useful informa-

tion after three steps; merely warping features also does not

work well. However, combining GRU with feature warping

(GRU/OP) does further improve the performance.

5.5. Analysis on the Learned Policy

Using the learned moving paths, agents can predict bet-

ter amodal masks compared with shortest path, and their

moving patterns are also different.

Comparing moving strategies. Fig. 10 shows the distribu-

tion of actions at steps 1, 3, 5, 7 and 10 for the shortest path

and our learned path. We can observe that different mov-

ing strategies are learned from our model compared with

shortest path even though the amodal recognition model is

shared by two models. Specifically, our agent rarely moves

forward. Instead, it learns to occasionally move backward.

This can be beneficial in cases where the agent is spawned

close to the target, and moving backward can reveal more

content of the object. This comparison indicates the short-

est path may not be the optimal path for EAR. As shown

in Fig. 11, under the shortest path, the agent gets closer to

Figure 11: Distance to target objects at each step averaged

over the test set for shortest path and our learned path.

the object. However, our learned moves keep the distance

nearly constant to the target object. Under this moving pol-

icy, the viewed-size of the target object at each step does not

change too drastically.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a new task called Embod-

ied Amodal Recognition — an agent is spawned in a 3D en-

vironment, and is free to move in order to perform object

classification, amodal localization and segmentation of a

target occluded object. As a first step toward solving this

task, we proposed an Embodied Mask R-CNN model that

learned to move strategically to improve the visual recogni-

tion performance. Through comparisons with various base-

lines, we demonstrated the importance of embodiment for

visual recognition. We also show that our agents developed

strategic movements that were different from shortest path,

to recover the semantics and shape of occluded objects.
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